
Cairngorms Housing Partnership - Mid Market Rent Pilot FAQs

If one of my employees secures a property and then leaves my business what happens?

The scheme enables the business community to ensure available properties are first offered to
local employees. The tenancy agreement will be a private residential tenancy between Highland
Housing Alliance (HHA) and the tenant. So the employee changing jobs has no impact on that
agreement.

As the business owner can I apply?

Yes

Can I control who applies from my business?

Yes, to be considered for a property each applicant will need a supporting letter (template to be
provided) from an employer who is a member of the Cairngorms Housing Partnership (CHP). It
will be up to each individual business to decide if they open up the opportunity to all employees
or just support those who are deemed as most critical to their business. It will be up to the
business to justify this decision to their employees as neither the HHA or the CHP will be
responsible for making any subjective allocation decisions.

How will premises be allocated?

For the first two months of a property being advertised as available. Applications will be open
exclusively to individuals supported by a business who is a member of the CHP. If properties are
over subscribed (from employees of the CHP) then allocation will be made based on the
Highland Council points system. In the event of a tie applicants will be drawn from a ballot.

If no suitable tenant from a CHP member employer is found after two months, the property will
be marketed openly.

What other criteria will need to be met?

Properties in the scheme are publicly funded and we have agreed with Government, Highland
Council and HHA the following base criteria, in addition to the employee being supported by a
member of CHP:-
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● Household earnings must be between £20,000 and £60,000 (in the event of any 1 bed
flats becoming available in the scheme this may be reduced to £15,000)

● Evidence of financial stability (bank statements, proof of deposit etc)
● Household size, properties will only be made available that are size appropriate to the

applications household
● Applicants must not own another property
● The property applied for must be the applicants permanent residence

What is the potential for more properties becoming available, beyond the initial 4?

Highland Council and Highland Housing Alliance have a pipeline of properties in Badenoch and
Strathspey from Carrbridge to Newtonmore. We anticipate around 30 properties being available
through the scheme up to the end of 2023.

How does the ‘Rent Void’ guarantee work?

The CHP will give a rent void guarantee to HHA in respect of all properties covered by the
scheme. This guarantee covers void periods between month 2 (of the property becoming void)
and month 6.

Thanks to the generous support of the four founding directors' businesses (Stephen White, La
Taverna; Sally Dowden, Speyside Wildlife; Mike Dearman, Quarch Technology Ltd and Mark
Tate, CBP) the CHP has sufficient capital to meet any potential liability and keep membership
fees affordable. Whilst that initial capitalisation is repayable it is repayable entirely at the
discretion of CBP and carries no interest or return. It will only be repaid, or discounted against
any future membership and placement fees when the CHP becomes financially independent.

Who will administer the CHP?

Initially this will be done by the CBP team. It is our plan for the CHP to become self-sufficient
over the next three years.

Who pays the placement fee?
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The placement fee (equivalent to 1 months rent) will be payable by the business. The business
can then choose if this is passed on to the employee, in one go or in installments, or absorbed
within the recruitment costs.

What about my temporary employees and those who want to own homes?

This scheme is specifically designed  to provide rental properties to local employees. We are
working with Communities Housing Trust to explore options for securing employer led
development of both seasonal homes and homes for ownership that are available to the local
workforce in perpetuity.

What happens if a tenant defaults on rent payment?

This will be a private residential tenancy between the tennant and Highland Housing Alliance,
there is no recourse to the business or the CHP for unpaid rent.
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